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GreenTEA News 

Our follow up to Great Big Green Week and the build up to COP 26 

'There is a Climate Consensus' - (taken from the Press Release and the letters to our 

MP, to Alok Sharma and to Boris Johnson - thanks to Sarah Couch): 

The Climate Coalition's 'Great Big Green Week' in Eynsham demonstrated the breadth 

and strength of feeling and the range of people and skills already taking on the climate 

challenge at local level. The people of Eynsham and beyond came together to show and 

celebrate ways of tackling climate change and protecting the environment to realise the 

many benefits of a greener future. We know what needs to be done and how to do it, but 

are held back by inadequate national policy. Now we need our leaders to lead, to take 

note of all this energy on the ground and redouble its COP 26 efforts. As the 'Demos 

Report' states: "The public has spoken and it's time for the government to act." 

Don’t forget our home upgrade day this Saturday 13th - St Leonard’s Church Hall 

11am - 3pm 

COSY HOMES OXFORDSHIRE will introduce their one-stop home retrofit service, making 

it simple to make energy efficiency improvements to your home 

Introductory talk at 11.30 followed by Q&A

• Information and advice all day • Heat pump installer 

• Play the giant grid game 1-3pm 

• Energy saving materials giveaway • Refreshments 

Please stay safe and wear a mask
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Green TEA will be hosting a short briefing on Car Sharing / Car Clubs - by Zoom on 

Monday 22 November from 7- 8pm. 

Speakers from two different car schemes (Iffley-Oxford and Henley-on-Thames) have 

agreed to brief us on their own trial schemes. 

More information on Eynsham Online - to register for a Zoom link please email Patricia 

Crowley. 

The Discussion Group - on November 11th held a comparison of newspaper coverage of 

COP 26. We each bought a different newspaper for two of the key days in the two-week 

conference (except The Guardian which we knew would cover well)... The best coverage 

was found in The Morning Star and The Independent, and the worst in The Daily 

Telegraph, which had virtually nothing apart from a couple of passing references! 

Local News

Youth Climate Summit - The Eynsham Partnership Academy, The Trust which includes 

Bartholomew School and Eynsham Primary, our five other local primaries (Cassington, 

Hanborough, Freeland, Standlake and Stanton Harcourt) as well as Heyford Park, had its 

own COP26 event on Wednesday when over 20 student representatives from all the 

Primary Schools met with 20 Sixth Formers and the winners of the recent Great Big Green 

Day out competition for a day of climate and nature discussions at the Village Hall. 

The day started with presentations from four local experts who inspired us with their 

passion for environmental action, ran activities to explain carbon footprinting and the issue 

of food miles, and talked to us about the importance of offering alternatives to cars when 

getting to school. The students then worked in groups to look at case studies for the ideal 

climate and nature friendly school, before analysing their own schools and thinking about 

what could be improved to make them greener. They they used these ideas to come up 

with some manifesto ideas which were presented to their Head teachers, Governors and 

Trustees and some of our local Councillors.
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The young people impressed everyone with their creativity and understanding of these 

complex issues, as well as how brilliantly they worked together in teams of different ages 

and from different schools. The manifesto will be the starting point for an EPA strategy and 

steering group which will work with the schools and local experts to look at all areas of 

sustainability within our schools. Suggestions included looking at energy efficiency and 

renewable generation for school buildings, expanding the local Nature Recovery Networks 

into all the schools to increase biodiversity and learning about nature, considering more 

local and plant-based foods for school cafeterias, reducing plastic and other materials use 

and working with local councils on the issue of lower carbon school transport. Our young 

people are also keen to see climate and nature form a more central part of the curriculum 

and to get support in coping with their anxiety about the climate and biodiversity crisis. It 

was fantastic to witness their passion and determination to act, and all the adults present 

came away committed to supporting our school communities in making a difference. 

Standlake Primary School is leading the way today with the launch of their Earthshot prize. 

More details on all the school projects will follow in the coming months... 

The 'Global Day of Action' rally - in Oxford on November 6th was an affair to remember 

... as world leaders met in Glasgow for the COP26 Global Climate Summit, towns and cities 

across the world, including Oxford, took to the streets demanding global climate 



justice. 3,000 in Oxford and 100,000 in Glasgow!! We were loud and clear, with nine 

large 'eyeballs' watching the world leaders discussing our future: we want climate justice 

now! Across the world and across movements, we are seeing a new wave of resistance, 

global solidarity and grassroots organising. We have a unique opportunity to rewire our 

system as we recover from the pandemic. We can either intensify the crisis to the point of 

no return, or lay the foundations for a just world where everyone’s needs are met. 

Oxfordshire Treescapes Project - The project has now launched and created the 

Oxfordshire Treescape Opportunity Map, a powerful tool that shows the right places to 

establish treescapes for the right reasons. Read their latest news and check out the new 

website (from CAG Network Update 22.10.21) 

Oxfordshire Greentech Conference - Beyond COP26: how Oxfordshire is powering the 

zero carbon transition: November 17-18th, 10am -1pm Online - register here and find the 

resources here. 

Oxfordshire Growth Plan - A link to an article that appeared on the front page of last 

week's Oxford Times, including a great quote on Need Not Greed Oxon's behalf from David 

Young. 

Eynsham Repair Café - the next event is on Saturday 27th November, between 2 - 

4:30pm, in the Village Hall, Back Lane, Eynsham, OX29 4QW. Got something which 

needs some TLC, or is a bit broken and you haven’t had the time or skills to fix them 

yourself? Bring it along and their volunteers can have a go at fixing it! Repairs are free: 

donations are gladly accepted. Arrive early to avoid disappointment. Hot drinks and 

cakes are available while you wait. What fixes are covered at this event? : Electrical, 

sewing, knitting, darning and bikes. Any questions?

National News

UK trade deals should prioritise economy over environment - " Britain should 

prioritise economic growth over environment in trade deals, according to leaked 

government document." OH DEAR!! 

Net zero: heating - by ECIU - What are the options for keeping our homes warm 

without producing carbon dioxide? Read the ECIU briefing here.
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Airport Report Removed from Govt. Library - "A government-commissioned report that 

recommended climate-driven restrictions on airport expansions has been removed from the 

government's online library the day after it was uploaded." Surprised?? 

From the Energy & Climate Intelligence Unit - Why the UK's 1% of global emissions is 

a big deal. It's often claimed the UK, at 1% of global emissions, is too small to have an 

impact, often followed by 'what about China?'. But there's so much wrong with that 

calculation. 

Lord Stern: Economists ‘grossly undervalue young lives’ - Many economic 

assessments of the climate crisis “grossly undervalue the lives of young people and future 

generations”. 

The Environment Agency has issued a report with a stark warning - 'adapt or die'. It 

warns that in addition to cutting emissions, it is also vital to prepare for the impacts of 

climate change. It is interesting to see such strong language from a public body rather 

than a campaigning group. (From 'Sustainable Wantage' Nov.newsletter) 

International News 

Biden’s green agenda at risk as coal-state Democrat digs in - 'Joe Manchin wants to 

cut key policy from spending bill as US vows ‘leadership’ at climate summit.'  Deadly 

BLACKMAIL ! 

EU commissioner on climate action: "Leave no one behind" - Frans Timmermans 

urges nations to ensure changes are as fair as possible as the world moves to address 

climate crisis. 

COP26: Nations lobbying to change key climate report - Leaked documents show 

coal, oil and gas producers trying to dilute UN report on need to reduce use of fossil fuels. 

India PM Modi to attend Glasgow climate meeting - India is the world's third-biggest 

emitter of greenhouse gases after China and the United States.

Fossil fuel production set to soar over next decade - Plans by governments to extract
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fossil fuels to 2030 incompatible with keeping temperatures to safe levels warns UN. 

China unveils new climate plan as UN chief warns on targets - China has outlined a 

plan to hit peak greenhouse gas emissions by the end of the decade and released a long-

awaited blueprint. 

Peat protection key for tackling climate change - Protecting the peatlands of northern 

England is as important as halting the excavation and burning of coal... 

World facing ‘catastrophe’; climate commitments fall short - Even with new and 

updated climate action plans, the world is on track for 2.7C of warming, a UN report shows. 

Oil groups accused of climate deceit in US Congress grilling - ExxonMobil, Chevron, 

BP and Shell executives testify as Democrats open disinformation inquiry. 

NEF 'Green New Deal' - If we take the right action on the climate crisis, we can create a 

society that meets our needs and benefits us all, while averting climate 

breakdown. You can check out the online version of the Zine here. 

COP26 News 

COP26 Coalition 

Mon.1st Nov. In his speech to the UN climate conference of 196 nations in Glasgow 

today, Prince Charles stressed the urgency of dealing with the crisis. “We have to put 

ourselves on what might be called a war-like footing,” he told the Cop26 meeting. “We 

need a vast military-style campaign to marshal the strength of the global private sector with 

trillions at its disposal.

The Queen, unable to travel to COP26, tells summit in video that it is "time for action on 

climate change." And David Attenborough, in a passionate speech to the summit, urges 

leaders to be "motivated by hope not fear." 

Tue.2nd Nov. Accelerating the global shift - away from coal, a group of wealthy, 

developed nations including the UK, US and EU agreed to provide South Africa with 

around $8.5 billion to help shift the country away from coal.
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Quote of the day - “Methane is an easy win in terms of climate action: cuts using existing 

technologies and adopting different land management practices could reduce warming by 

0.25°C by 2050 at little or no cost, and help to keep 1.5° alive.” (Prof. Emily Shuckburgh, 

Cambridge Univ.) 

The President of Pacific island state Palau said that large emitters are threatening his 

nation’s survival, saying that “you might as well bomb our islands instead of making us 

suffer”.

Wed.3rd Nov. Energy day - announcements give some of the strongest signals yet that 

coal is on its way out. 190 countries and organisations have signed up to hasten the end 

of coal, including many more countries – some heavy coal-users like Poland – committing 

to phase it out. 

Thur.4th Nov. Coal - For an optimistic and very well-informed assessment of the 

pledges and what they mean, look to Ember, and particularly to Dave Jones - 

@CoalFreeDave – on Twitter. 

Fri.5th Nov. Draft text - UK Presidency consultations on a draft COP decision text are 

underway – with a clear mandate from leaders to deliver acceleration. 

Sat.6th Nov. Nature and land-use day at COP26 - 45 nations have committed to step 

up and do better on protecting nature and bringing farming in line with the Paris 

Agreement. 

Mon 8th Nov. Money is central to both adaptation and loss-and-damage. Expectations are 

that the $100bn per year climate finance (2009) should be at least 50% for adaptation and 

that Article 6 should provide a finance flow as well. The UK presidency will bring together 

Ministers from twenty nations to mobilise adaptation action, and the UK announced £290m 

funding for adaptation, which it says is new money... 

Tue.9th Nov. 'The Adaptation Research Alliance' launches - 90 organisations across 

30 economies bringing government, research institutions and communities together to 

increase the resilience of vulnerable communities on the climate frontline. 

Wed.10th Nov. It is transport day at COP, heralding a pledge by countries and 

companies to phase out the internal combustion engine - petrol and diesel vehicles - by 
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2040. It may be more notable for its absences than its initial signatories, but experts 

generally agree that the market is moving faster than many nations and car manufacturers 

quite understand yet. Unexpectedly, in the evening, China and the US changed the 

mood music at COP26 and boosted chances of a positive outcome. Both countries’ climate 

envoys, Xie Zhenhua and John Kerry, made statements about joint working on 

climate....WOW !!! 

Thur.11th Nov. Cities, regions and the built environment are the themes at COP 

today. There are several big-name UK mayors back in town. 

..... .....

A delayed second decision 

draft may give the importance of cities to delivery of Nationally Determined Contributions 

(NDCs), a little more airtime than transport managed. 

Fri.12th Nov. In theory, it is the last day of COP26 and proceedings should come to a 

close at 6 pm. Alok Sharma reiterated his commitment to this deadline in plenary 

yesterday to, reportedly, some amusement amongst parties! 

New decision text has arrived this morning. "At first glance, there seems to be more detail 

on adaptation (including finance), more specifics on loss and damage, and new text with 

criticism and demands on wealthy countries in relation to the unfulfilled (since 2009) 

$100bn a year in climate finance." .... we. shall see!! 

GreenTEA Events 

November 13 - Home Upgrade Day St Leonards Hall, Eynsham 11am-3pm Talks & 

Info. plus refreshments! 

November 22 - Briefing on Car Sharing Zoom event. 7-8pm Contact for link 

November 27 - Apple Tree Planting at Thornbury 

Green pm details/helpers:  sue.raikes@appleinter.net 

Other Events 

November 14 - Wildflower Planting in Carnival Meadow 2-4pm Register to help on the 

Nature Recovery Network website. 

November 17-18 - Oxfordshire GreenTech Conference Online 10am -1pm - register 

here 

November 27 - Repair Café Eynsham Village Hall 2-4.30pm Refreshments available, 

arrive early to avoid disappointment!
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